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+ Good practice paper/layout paper that takes ink well (11” X 17” if you can) 

+ A few bits of tracing paper  

+ At least 1 sheet of 90 lb Hot Press paper cut to 11” x 15” (I prefer Fabriano Artistico over 
Arches) and one sheet of Cold Press/handmade paper/printmaking paper to experiment 
with for lettering (coloured paper is fine too). It’s nice to have some good paper to hand if 
you feel the urge to try out a design you’re working on 

* In addition, bring any interesting papers you have and would like to consider trying – even 
things like papyrus. Some people may want to make a book structure for their 
exercises/experiments so consider bringing enough paper to fulfil your book vision. 

+  Graph paper: (8.5” X 11” and 8 squares per inch grid is good) * This is optional; I find it 
helpful working on a gridded pad when learning a script and like John Neal’s from his 
online catalogue – P21. JNB Graph Pad 11X17 

+ Slant board 

+ Ruler/ T-square/ .03 HB or .05 HB mechanical pencil or HB pencil/ eraser/ scissors 

+ Favourite edged nibs ranging from small to large and favourite penholders 

+ Any other interesting lettering tools you are partial to or want to experiment with more: 
Speedball B nibs; ruling pens, automatic and parallel pens, etc. (* I will have a wide range 
of Speedball nibs, vintage Coit pens to share) 

+ Flat brushes if you want for lettering  

+ White ‘lead’ marking pencil if you have one and want to work on coloured paper (Fons 
and Porter – available at quilt shops and Fabricland – it’s not really lead) OR a white 
erasable pencil for transferring. 

+ Favourite inks/gouaches/ink sticks/ watercolours/ mixing brushes/ pen rag /water pots 
/paper towels 

+ Multi-welled palette+ Gum Arabic if you are using gouache  

+ Distilled Water in a small container 

+ Removable tape/Artist’s tape           


